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IS LO&DED THROUGH KNIFE EDGES

By Eugene E. Lundquist and Edward B. Schwartz
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SUMMARY -.

The results of a theoretical and experimental inves-
tigation to determine the critical compression load for a
universal testing machine are presented for specimens “- ‘–-.
loaded through knife edges. The critical load for the “““- “--
testing machine is the load at which one of the “loading ‘
heads becomes laterally unstable in relation to the other.

--

3’or very short specimens the critical load was found to
be less than the rated capacity given by the manufacture-i

—

for the machine. A load-length diagram iS proPo$ed .fQ?. .... ..,-.
defining the cafe limits of the test region for the mac-hi”~e_.

.- .

Although this report is particularly concerned with a
.

universal testing machine of a certain type, the basic”- : ““:-
——-

theory which led to the derivation of the genera-l eq~”t~ori ““-
for the critical load,

P = all
cr

can be applied to any testing machine operated in compres-
sion where the specimen is loaded through kn$fe edges- In
this equation, L is the length of the specinen between
J&ife edges and a Is the force necessary to displace ~-he” = -

,.—..-._

upper end of the specimen unit horizontal distance relative
to the lower end of the specimen in a direction noZ”m—al-”to
the knife edges through which the specimen is loaded.

.
INTRODUCTION .—. . .. ..._

..— .._._ .

During the past several years, questions have-arisen
.,

regarding the. statil.ity of universal testing machines, It
has been observed that, during a compressio,gtestl the- “ ““-=. .. .

.-
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part of the machine which bears on the top end of the
specimen sometimes moves horizontally in relation to the

b

part which -applies load to the bottom end of the specimen.
.—

Doubts naturally arise as to the -value of ‘compression-test
data when this sidemise displacement. occurs.

c–
(See figc la)

If t-he ends of the compression specimen are, in effect,
welded or rigidly attached to the machine, a horizontal
displacement of the top end of the specimen with respect
to the bottom end involves an elastic distortion of both
the specimen and the machine. For this condition of the
ends of the specimen, the critical load at which the horl-.
zontal movement occurs-for a cenirally positioned specimen

.—

is given by an equation that involves the elastic proper-
ties of both the testing machine and the specimen. If,
however, the ends of the compression specimen have knife
edges or frictionless pins through which the load is ap-
plied, this critical load is given by an equation that
involves only the elastic properties of the teetlng machine.

The present report is concerned with an experimental
and theoretical investigation of the more simple case in
which the load is apylied through knife edges.

DERIVATION OF TEE CRITICAL C!OUPRESSION LOAD 170R

THE TESTING MACHINE!

Consider the testing machine shown in figure 2. The
structural elements of this machine Involved in considera-
tions of stability are shown diagrammatically in figure 3.

In t-he following derivation, the specimen is assumed
to be centrally positioned in and centrally loaded by the
testing machine. It is also assumed that the specimep is
loaded through knife edges and that the specimen is suf-

,..

ficiently strong not h buckle befbr+ the critical load
for the machine is reached.

-,.-.--

The weighing platen of the $esting machine against
which the upFer end of the specimen bears is connected BY

,.

tension rods to the base structure-, ‘which contains the
.,

h
ram and loading platen against which the lower end of the
specimen,bears. The upper end of..the specfmen in% there-
fore elastically restrained against horiz~ntal movements +.

relative to the lower end of the specimen. Let the
following- symbol;s be defined as: “
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a force necessary to displace upper end of specimen
unit horizontal distance relative io lower end of
specimen in a direction normal to knife edges
through which specimen is loaded

IT external horizontal force acting at upper end of
specimen to deflect the two tension rods equally ‘ ‘-

P compressive load on specimen applied by testing machine

L length of specimen between knife edges — -.._.. ..—

In order to derive the equation for the critical comp-
ression load of the testing machine, assume that the
machine applies a compressive load P to the spe-cimen.
In addition, assume th&t an ext”ernal horizontal force W
is also applied at the upper end of ,the specimen. Under
the action of these forces the upper end of-the specimen
will be displaced horizontally an amount ~ relative to -
the lower end of the specimen. !i!hetotal side force H,
which results in this deflection 8, iS the sum of the
external horizontal force W and the horizontal component
of the force in the specimen. Thus ,

H = w+Pg
JJ

Erom the definition of a

(1)

{2)

Hence,

afi= W+P$ (3)

from which

w
8—= (4)

Pa-=
L

In the derivation of equation (4) the external hori-
zontal force W was introduced for purposes of analysis.
In the case under consideration of a specimen centrally
positioned in and centrally I.oaded by the testing machine,
there is no external force W acting- Yor the case
Ofw=o, ‘equation (4) shows that a deflection 6 is
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possible only if the denominator, = Is zero.~.P Ins”
&

perfectly centered column test , the upper end of the spec-
imen can therefore move horizontally in relation to the
lower end of the specimen when

POcc--=
L

The value of P that satisfies tihfs equation is the
critical compression lo%d for the testing machine,

Pcr = aL

(5)

(6)

The value of a is a function of the dimensions of
the testing machine, the position of the weighing.platen,
and the load ‘P through its effect on the stiffness of
the? tension rods. Because all materials have finite
values for the modulus of elasticity, the value of a
will always be finite. An important conclusion to be
drawn from equation (6) is theref-ore that, as the length L
of the specimen approaches zero , the critical compression
load at which the testing machine becomes unstable also
approaches zero, even thotigh a will %e larger when
small than when L is large.

L iS
1

EVALUATION 03’ a

Theoretical evacuation.- On the assumption that a.—-
depends only on the bending properties of the tension rods,
the derivation in the appendix shows that, for P > 0,

,

a= $ 1— ...—---.-——. — (7) ‘
.L

1 - --—-— ———
‘—~(ka Coth ‘a

mb coth mb + - 1)
a

For P = O, this equation reduces to

(8)
●

✎
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In equation

and

(7), —-

[
‘ k = -p-

2tiIa ,-.

(9)

(lo)

The lengths a and b are defined in figure 4. In ex-
pressions (9) and (10) the quantities 2EIa and 2EI~

are the combined bending stiff nesses of the portions of
the two tensioq rods of lengths a and b, respectively.
In the derivation of equation (7), it was assumed that
the tension rods were simply “supported at their lower en~s
as well as at the flexure-plate support and that the ten-
sion force in each rod was P/2 .

It can be seen from figure 4 that, for a given posi-
tion of the loading platen, b is equal to a constant
plus the length of specimen L. Equation (7’) there~ore
gives a in terms of the variables F and 3. @he th&-
oretical curves determined by equation (7) are plotted in
figure 5.

.

Exnerirnental evaluqtion.- tior the experimental deter--.—-
mination of a, a compression-test set-up was ti5sa, with
the addition of,a horizontal side load epplied to the
weighing platen symmetrically with respect to the tension
rods. .The resulting horizontal deflections were mess-ued
by the average of dial gage readings on each tension rod.
The specimens were steel bars of rectang-qlar cros=-iiection,
supported on knife edges and having buckling loads a“love-
100,000 pounds, the capacity of the machine. Specim6n- ‘-”
lengths were measured from knife edge to knife edge. ——.

Before a test run was made, the speciuen was centered
in the machine by shifting the grooved bars in which the
knife edges were seated. The dial-gage readings when the
specimen was loaded to 100,000 pounds with zero applied
side load were taken as a measure of the accuracy Of cen-
tering, and the centering process was continued until fur-
ther shifting of the grooved bars produced no further re-
duction in these readings. -t - -.=

● .

After the specimens had been cente”red, they were su%-
jected to axial loads from O to 100,000 pounds in inc”r~=”.*
ments of 10,000 pounds, with two-values of side load V.
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If these two side loads, are designated Wz and W=
and the corresponding deflections are designated 6Z and
82, the value of a for a given axial load F is ob-
tained from equation (3) with W replaced bY (Wa - Wl)
,and a replaced bY (62 - &z). Thus, the experimental
values of a were computed from the equation

.(6*
(we -

- 61)
w%) 1- P ——

a=-— &—.-— —

(8, - /52) ‘—

The experimental values so det-ermi.~ed are plotted In
figure 5.

(11)

Correlation of the theoretical and ~erimental val-———-—— —--—
ues of a.----- .— It may be observed in figure 5 that, for any
given length of specimen, the variation of ct with p iS
essentially linear, %oth for the theoretical values of ~
calculated by equation (7) and for the experimental values
calculated by use of equation (11). The failure to obtain
perfect agreement between the theoretical and experimental
values of u is caused by the idealized assumptions made
in the derivation of equation (7) and the great difficulty
of selecting proper d-imensions from the actual machtne for
substitution in an equation derived for an idealize~ ma-
chine. The fact that both the theoretical and experiment-
al values bf a vary linearly with P suggests that a
straA.ght line drawn through the experimental pofnts for
each specimen length would give the true value of u for
any load P. The true values of a are therefore assumed
to be given by the straight-line equation

a = a. + nP (12)

where the intercept a. and t-he slope n are established
for each specimen length by the straight lin”e drawn through
the experimental points in figure 5.

EVALUATION OF Pcr

The critical com ression load for tbe testing machine
?)i.s given by equation 6 . According to equation (12) the

value of a. is .a function of ,the.load P. on the testing
machine. Ths–value of a --when the load on’”’thetesting
machine is equal to. the critical” load is therefore given

.

*.
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by equation (12) with P replaced by P==. Substitution

of this value of a in equation (6) gives

P cr = (aO + nPc=)L

from which
aoL

P =—
cr l-nL

(13)

(14) .

The values of a. and n in equation (14) depend

upon the dimensions and elastic properties of the testing
machine and the specimen length Z. For a particular
testing machine, the dimensions and elastic properties
are fixed. Yor afiy machine, therefore, equation (14)
gives the critical compression load as a function of spec-
imen length L. The values of Pcr established from

equation (14) by use of the experimental data (table 1)
are therefore plotted as ordinates against Z as abscis-
sas in figure 6. As previously meationed, Pcr approac’nes

b zero as L approaches zeroi Ehe n L becomes” large,” ~~r
approaches a constant value asymptotically.

●

DISCUSSION

.

During the useful life of a testing machine, there
will probably be some, if not many, compression tests made
in which the epecimens are not perfectly centered iri the
machine. In such cases the loads on the machine are iiti=- ““
centrically applied. As the load on the specimen is ia-
creased, the effect of this eccentric loading of the ma- —

chine is to cause a horizontal movement of-the upper end
of the compression spec~men relative to its lo~er end from
the beginning of loading. :.-

In order to show the effect of an,initial deflection
8 which produces the same general effgct as an eccentric
l~~d on the machine, equatioa (4) is written in the form

.:-“-{15)

,
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By definition,

By use of this relation and equation-s (12) and (14), ‘
equation (15) becomes

In equation (17) the quantity

1——

I-A
P cr

(16)

is a magnification factor because it shows how the initial
deflection 80 is magnified by the load P. In order

that the effects of an initial displacement not be greatly
magnified, the magnification factor must be small in each
compression test. The magnification factor will be small
if the value of P, the compression load on the specimen,
is small. in comparison with Per. For the proper use of
the testing machine, the compression load on the specimen
should therefore not approach too closely the crittcal
load for the machine. !t!heload on the specimen should
also not exceed the rated capacity given by the manufacturer
for the machine. These two co~ditions establish a test
region ABC in figure 7 to which all knife-edge compression
tests should be confined. The particular location of the
point B is established by the maximum magnification fac-
tor considered permissible. Because, for very short spec-
imens, Pcr for the testing machine Till always be less
than the rated. capacity, the engineer using a testing ma-
chine must take the responsibility for its proper use.
This responsibility may include the definition of the safe
limits of the test region determined by the location of
point B Oq the load-length diagram for the testing machine.

In the case of long specimens, it is the responsibility h

of the manufacturer to build, into the testing machine a
value for pcr several times in excess of the xatad capacity ,
of the machine. Tension r%d,s of large cross section and a
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machine of sturdy construction will insure a high value
for Pcr and will ‘narrow the range of short specimen
lengths for which the user of the-ma%hine must exercise”
judgment. A testing machine similar in d“bs~~n to the one
shown in figure 2 but with the addition o~anot”her S-et”-of

—..

flexure-plate suppdrts above the lowest lev”el of t%6-load-
ing platen should be much more dependable for compression
testing of short specimens. The foregoing recommena=%tons
to improve the stiffness of the testing machine naturally
suggest that reasonably close fits between parts are also
desirable.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Va.

EPEND IX

DERIVATION 03’ THE THEORETICAL VALUE OF a

By definition a, for a test~ng machine, is the force
necessary to displace the upper end of the specimen uni-t
horizontal distance relative to the lower end of--the spec- “-
imen in a direction normal to the -knife edges_through
which the specimen is loaded. In. the derivation that fol-
lows, it is assumed that the velue of a depends only on
the bending properties of the tension rods and that the..
tension rods are simply supported at their lower ends and
at the flexure-plate suppor,ts.

Figure 4 shows the elastic curve of the two tension
rods considered as a single member. Yf a positive motient
M is one that produces compression in the fibers to the
left of the neutral axis and x and y are positive in

—

the directions shown in figure 4, the differential equation
of the elastic curve of the two tension rods is

2
2EI d=. .M

dxa
(A s)

where 2ES is the combined flexural rigidity of the t~~o
rOas. ??or “the case shown in figure 4, there are two
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different expressions for the bending moment and two d,if-
ferept values of flexural rigidity corresponding to the
tvo portions is and b of the tension rods. Equation
(A 1) mu$t therefore be written for each portion. !Che
val’~es of flexural rigidity for the F-o~tions a and b
will be 2EIa and 2EIb, re~pecti.vely. If the deflec-
tions for the two parts are denoted by ya and r~ * the

differential equation becomes, for -a <X < 0

daya
2EI a ~a— = -P(8 - ya) + Rlx + H(b - X)

and for O<x<b

d*y
2EIb --=~= -p(~ - yb) + H(b - X)

dx

From equilibrium of moments; the reaction

I&+b)-P6RI = ——-
a

With this value of RI, equation (A 2) may be written

d aya
2EIa — = Pya + (Hb -

dx2 “)(’ +:)

With the notation

and
k2 = ~-

2EIa

Ina= Q-
2E1b

Equations (A 5) and (A 3) may be written in the form

(A 2)

(A 3)

(A 4)

(A 5)

(A 6)

(A 7)

*

,

P

,

?

-..
.
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‘2yb ~2y =- -ma~ + ~ m~(b” x)&z-- b F-

qhe solutions of these ~ifferent ial equations are

Ya = A cosh kx + B sinh kx -
w

yb = A? ~osh mX + B; sinh mx + ~ - ~(b -
P

11

{A 8>

(A 9)

(A.lo)

The four constants of integration A, B, A! , and B~
are established by the following end conditions:

(Ya)ro = Q (A 11)

(Ya)=-a = o (A 12)

(A 13)

(am ‘($)sO (A 14)

With A, B, JL~, and ST evaluated, equation (A 10) becomes

yb = @ . Ft3) cosh mx

+&..~ 1Hb-P8)(ka coth lza-1) -Hd sinh mx - ~(b-x)+~ (A 15”
P

For x = b, yb equals the deflection 5. With these values
of x and inserted, equation (A 15) caa be solved f-or
H/8. By def~~ition (see equation (2)), H/5 = Ct; equat ion
(A. 15) then reduces to

P 1a = ~ —-———-——-———— (see equation (7)).
l-- 1 —.. —

mb coth mb + ~(ka coth ka - 1)
a

For P=O, equation (7) becomes

(See equation (8). )

a“ = ?~bg) ~

..-.
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(i:. )
o
5.’750

10,875
26.875
36.875
50.875

TABLE I

‘VALUES 0$ Per l!lSTABfiISHED BY

THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

ao
a. L

(kips/inc ) (i::~) l-nL (k%;). ‘cr=~~

- (a) (a) (ktps)

aValues read from a large scale drawing of
figure 5. The unestablished v“alues for L = O are -
finite. ,

r

●

✎

●
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(a) Testti in 1,200,00@@M-caPacity
(b) Tested in 300, W0-pti-oapaOaGy

Critioal lod not testing machine. Critical load
%

testing maohine.
reach~. Haximum load, 293,000Y~e* reaohed. Maximum 10ad, 219t000 po~s. ~

Figure l.- Comparison of remilta of flat-end aompresaion tests of identioa.1 8teel apec~- ~
mena made in two different maohinea.
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Figure 2.- The 100,000-poti-OapaOity universal testing maohine in
the IUCA atruotures laboratory.
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Tension rods
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~eighing~laten

Knife edges —

Specimen

Loading platen

Fle.xureplate

Base casting

Wei@ing capsule

-—

Figure 3.- The structural elements of a
100,000 - pound - capacity

universal testing machine.
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Fi=~re 4.- Tonsion rods in the deflected position.
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